
Category 7 CAP grant - Massachusetts

• project objectives
– create structures data layer for 7 towns (~100 sq.mi.)
– prototype maintenance procedures
– report on successes, challenges, unresolved issues, feedback

• partners
– GIS staff in three Regional Planning Agencies
– GIS staff in towns
– other local officials esp. building and public safety

• key technologies
– image classification using 4-band ortho and LiDAR
– address parsing software
– mobile data collection

• key standards 
– structures data model
– FGDC draft address standard (URISA/NENA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide details the objectives, the partners, the key technologies and the standards that are relevant to our project.  We plan to use the CAP grant to develop best practices for the creation and maintenance of a structures data layer.  We will work with municipal staff in 7 towns and with their respective Regional Planning Agencies who have GIS expertise.  The first step uses 4 band color ortho imagery from the Urban Areas and related data collection efforts.  We have developed classification routines for this imagery using the Definiens image-processing software, first to identify impervious surface and then to mask out roads, driveways and other “flat” areas so that what remains is structures – the point layer consists of centroids for the structure “blobs”.   The points will be linked to address information from parcels that already exist for these towns – in cases where there are multiple structures or address information is missing we will depend on field work to fill in.   The key standards which support this effort are the structures data model and the draft FGDC address standard.  



Four Key Data Layers:

Buildings and Address Points
Accurately mapped using imagery and parcel 

owner/address info 
other statewide and local info

Parcels
Provide land use, ownership boundaries 
Created on ortho and road base

Streets and Geocoding
Created on ortho base
“Linear” or estimated geocoding
Extensively used by private sector as well as govt 

entities

Orthophoto
Accurate, intuitive base for all other GIS development
Large-scale permits site-specific use

Based on Strategic Plan (previous CAP grant)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work we will do builds on the previous CAP grant we received to write a strategic plan for Mass. Spatial data infrastructure.  This slide shows the four layers that we identified as critical for all GIS development and use in the state.  These are,  ortho imagery (also included, but not shown, is elevation data)  streets and address ranges, tax parcels and building points.  Through this CAP grant we are preparing to carry out one of the recommendations of the plan.  



What is a structure?

• Any building that -
– is photo-identifiable 
– meets minimum criteria for size and use 
– has an address and/or name
– is accessible

• Key attributes of structures
plan was to assign categories/subtypes from Dept of Revenue land-use codes
additional photo-interpretation / fieldwork will be required

address - use FGDC draft address standard
– number 

add_number_prefix, add_number, add_number_suffix
– roadname 

pre_mod, pre_dir, pre_type, base_name, post_type, post_dir, post_mod
– building name 

key = “building”
value = building_name

in addition to the USGS data model, “primary/secondary” on tax parcel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide defines a structure in the context of our project as any building that is photo-identifiable (can be classified) and meets minimum criteria (sheds, traffic signal enclosures, other random infrastructure not supporting human occupancy would not be included.)We have developed code to parse and standardize addresses using the FGDC standard.  



General strategy

• map buildings from photo and LiDAR
– point locations 

• create a master address file
– use FGDC draft standard (URISA/NENA)

• match up buildings and addresses
– use street map and tax parcel site addressing
– plus site specific source maps

• field work 
– work with regional partners and local officials

• maintenance 
– leverage local work flow – building inspections, address assignment
– address validation – consistency to master street address guide

• communities differ (just like counties, only more so)
– information gathering – who assigns addresses, who is notified
– no single workflow will be right for each community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide details the sequence of our plan – first map the buildings, create a master address file from a variety of sources including NAVTEQ streets, link the buildings via NAVTEQ and parcel data, fill in gaps with field work.   The real challenge will be developing maintenance routines, since communities differ wildly in who assigns addresses and no single workflow is typical.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next four slides show how the image classification works.  This one shows a “false-color” image with the Near Infrared band substituted for red, to illustrate a preliminary step in differentiating vegetation and identifying impervious areas.  The impervious areas shown here are roads, driveways and single-family dwellings (rooftops).  
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Presentation Notes
This image is a highly abstract one, derived from LiDAR where the outlines of what are presumed to be buildings or other vertical elements (some trees) are shown in bright purple on a brown background.  These outlines are identified as a sharp discontinuity in elevation where something “pops up” above the ground elevation.  This is essential a map of “slope” where the vertical elements, walls of structures, but also some trees  are highlighted.  
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Presentation Notes
The two previous datasets are combined so that the trees, which are not classified as impervious, are distinguished from the buildings and removed.  
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Presentation Notes
Finally, the rough footprint of the structures is pulled out as a raster. Several houses are missed because the elevation data is old and they had not been built when it was captured.  This illustrates the need for manual review.  
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Presentation Notes
In this image, the parcel outlines are combined with the previous datasets and the point data are created as centroids of the rough building footprints.  There are a very few glitches where multiple points are created on top of one footprint (actually this particular glitch has been eliminated), this also illustrates the need for manual review, but overall the extent to which the building points can be automated is truly remarkable. 
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Presentation Notes
We have run similar routines, using shadow instead of lidar to highlight the buildings, for a number of towns in the Western part of the state – this slide shows the map of Williamstown MA with the streets and structure points at an intermediate stage of the processing of the link to parcels and addresses.    



Assign parcel site addresses to points

Check that street 
frontage matches.  
If not, is it a vanity 
address or an 
absentee owner 
mailing address?

Check seqence 
along street 

If more than one 
structure, then 
field work may be 
required

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the final transfer of address information from parcels with a discussion of the various QA routines that we need to run.  It shows structure points with addresses and street names and parcel boundaries. There are situations like vanity addresses, mailing address instead of site address and so on that need to validated.  In addition, this would be the basis for field work that needed to be done.  



College Campus – typical ancillary sources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For campuses and similar situations with named buildings and multiple structures on a single large tax parcel, ancillary sources are necessary.  This slide shows a campus map for Williams College, with a list of buildings beside it.  We had to do the research to link the full list including addresses with the campus map.  The URISA/NENA standard has a very robust manner of handling “secondary” location information like building names.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide zooms in on the campus with an ortho image and the labeled building points.  Some categories of ambiguous or incomplete data are highlighted in different colors.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the ortho location of additional field work needed for a condo or multi-family complex of townhouses.   



Level of Effort – Williamstown Pilot 

Desktop

• Single point inside parcel (assign parcel address) -- 2,119

• Addresses assigned to trailers from trailer park map -- 230

• Points identified on Williams College campus -- 130

• Multiple building points in a single parcel assinged a new "entry point" with range – 223

Fieldwork 

• Building points with no part of address known -- 219

• Building points assigned street name from parcels, but missing street number – 77

• 39 entry points added to represent 223 buildings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides summary statistics for the pilot that we did in Williamstown.  It shows that the automated techniques eliminated about 90% of the field work – about 300 questionable sites remain out of almost 3000 addresses input into the process.  
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